
Quarantine Diaries 
 
Day 1, Kalamazoo 
March 16, 2020 

 
 
Annarosa came to my room right when I had fallen into mitho nindra while watching Badla 
and rolled my orange, yellow and red world map that I use as a curtain and tied my blue 
scrunchy into a knot. She yelled, “Look how beautiful the sunset is. It’s pink!” I got out of the 
bed, looked at the sunset and smiled. And then told her that I feel guilty about napping at 
dusk because Aama and Hajurama say that one should never do that. I still don’t exactly know 
why. 
 
I baked cookies with Megan and then finally charged the kindle Abbu had given me a year 
before. I was complaining to PC that I don’t  like ebooks and that I should go to a store to buy 
books. Mister said  he doesn’t read ebooks either. But he thinks it's much better than 
catching corona. Who knew quarantine would make me read ebooks? My room is like a little 
Amazon forest after Sarada left all her plants for me to look after. Thankful for those and the 
books she left. I hope I remember to water them. Not the books. They will water me instead, 
with knowledge. 



 
And been dancing looking at my silhouette in the closet. I miss Biratnagar’s mirror and my 
expressions that I could see in the mirror. 
 
In the movie Badla, Amitabh Bachhan says it’s the details that matter. 
 
That’s what I need. That’s what you need too. Focus on the details. 
 
Day 2, Kalamazoo 
March 17, 2020 
 
7:30pm: 
Things change pretty quickly don’t they? K is going online for the entire quarter. Spring is 
supposed to be the best quarter of our life. No Frelon, I finally had the audacity to actually 
teach Aaja Nachle to nine people and show Madhuri Dixit like expressions that I was hiding 
in my room. And then dance like Prabhu Deva in Humma Humma. No last poetry 
performance in the World Night. No last DOGL. Nothing “last” is going to happen. I guess 
we just can’t always decide when our “lasts” are. When it's the last time we see each other.   
 
Being an international student and having fought this battle for the past three and a half 
years, it just sucks that now I can’t show my parents this battlefield where I had cried over 
the phone questioning my own decision to come 7522 miles away. The voice of my eight 



years old sister saying that she wants to see my room in college keeps on repeating in my 
head. I don’t think she will ever get to see that. My family will have no idea how I existed in 
this continent. And I tell myself it’s okay. 
 
My room is still full of green plants. The world map used as a curtain is all rolled up. The sun 
is still setting but none of us are looking outside. I have a big pile of books that Dr. Anderson 
gave me to read during this time. But my excitement has died down now. I am playing Tum 
Badal Gaye on youtube. Megan and Annarosa are panicking and are now packing to leave. I 
don’t know what I am doing. 
 
Baba is on chemo. Hajurama is almost seventy. I have an eight years old sister. I don’t really 
feel like it is worth it for me to risk and go home and be a carrier. I think I should stay. Even 
if Abbu calls me and asks me to come and quarantine myself in the apartment in 
Kathmandu.  
 
1:59 am, 
I decided to go home as of right now. On March 21st. It is different than for Annarosa and 
Megan because I can’t just rent a car and go home, you know? Neither can I just not come 
back here after all this is over. I hear Megan crying in her room and questioning why she 
studied for the past four years instead of just chilling if this had to happen in our last 
quarter. Who knew Megan ? Who did? I tell her it’s okay and that we are all going through 
this. And I am sorry that we all will never live like this in a house again but I guess it had to 
come to an end this way. 
 
Day 3, Kalamazoo 
March 18th, 2020 
 
Back to the life in two suitcases. Still questioning my decision every passing hour. Who am I 
seeking validations from? Who would I be staying for? And till when? 
 
In her room, Megan is yelling  on her phone that this is the most frustrating moment of her 
life. Annarosa gave me her huge suitcase that she used to carry to go to Germany back and 
forth so that I can take more stuff with me to Nepal.  Packing and unpacking. What’s worth 
taking at this point? Leaving on 20th now  instead of 21st because flights to Nepal from 
certain countries are cancelled after that.  Aama and Abbu are panicking. I am returning the 
books I borrowed. LP convinced her aunt for one last sleepover. My heart will break into 
pieces whenever I will take the  pictures off the wall. And the lights and the world map that is 



working as a shade. But that will only be right before I leave.  

 
And bade final goodbye to one of the most poetic people I have met. My letters and her 
letters. She said, “ We will see each other again! Somewhere on this earth. We have so much 
time. I am slowly learning to be with the earth. Learning the pacing of things, learning to be 
patient with myself. I hope you are too.” 
 
 



 

Day 4, Day 5, I don’t know everything looks the same now, Kathmandu 
March 20th, 2020 (lost a day in the sky) 

 
You are home and you don’t know how. Past 48 hrs have been the most surreal time of your 
life. But you’re here. You are here. You are here. You are here. You are here. You are here. 
Don’t ask yourself one more time. Please. Instead, open the curtains tomorrow morning to 
look at the mountains. Your emotions are on hold right now. And you will process that 
during this quarantine that you will start from Day 1 tomorrow. 
 
Day 1, Kathmandu 



March 20, 2020 
Haven’t been able to start a book or a show. It just doesn’t seem fair to my emotions. Been 
thinking and overthinking about it all. Just can’t let go of what I feel. A part of me is still 
stuck in my room in Kalamazoo. I look at my house keys on the table next to my bed that I 
mistakenly brought with me. I feel like I will go to my room the next minute and will turn on 
the star lights and light the oak tree green candle. But I just can’t see a pathway that leads to 
that room. Is there one?  
 
I am still not over people and their love. Through texts, missed calls, voice messages, emails, 
I had zero clue how much love I had collected over these four years. I will talk to you all when 
I am ready. My brain is still adjusting, it’s questioning how I’m in this continent in the off 
season. 
 
A rational part of me wants to curse at the Nepal government for imposing the ban 
preventing citizens from returning home. And for not giving a proper notice earlier. People 
must be questioning my opinion looking at my insta story. But those of you who haven’t 
known the fear of getting stranded in a foreign land have no rights to question me. Not right 
now.  
 
Ten minutes and a phone call with my dad. That’s all it took for me to decide to go to the 
airport on a Wednesday with a Friday’s ticket. I went to the airport that is two and a half 
hours away in an uber whose driver was high and had no left side mirror. There was no time 
to panic. I just had to leave. However and with whatever. I turned my back to all of my 
friends' tears. I apologize. I usually feel every emotion in its highest intensity but I don’t 
know what happened that day. I just had to shut down. I couldn’t have done it otherwise. I 
managed to make it to the last flight that landed in Nepal before the government started the 
ban. 
 
Sending power to everyone who needs it, especially those who are battling with the 
uncertainty of where their next shelter will be. I have known that uncertainty very well in the 
past week. 
 
I am sorry I had to wait to be affected so personally and directly to question things that are 
not right. Why are human beings so selfish? And why am I one amongst them? My brain 
doesn’t want to think anymore. But I tell myself I have to. If I don’t question the government 
right now, who will? So even amongst the wounds and scarred memories I tell myself I need 
to fight back. But a part of me just wants to be emotional.  



 
Spent half of the day in bed sleeping. And the rest in bed contemplating. Cooked eggs and 
bread and drank tea in my black cup that says Kalamazoo College in orange. Still surprised 
how I managed to throw three cups in my suitcase while packing. It’s gloomy outside. I 
didn’t open the curtain this morning to let the sun in or to look at the mountains. 
Tomorrow, I tell myself. I have a lot of time with myself now, to be able to do things even 
after procrastinating. 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
Day 2, Kathmandu 
March 21, 2020 
Time zone still makes zero sense. I don’t really know where I fall asleep and where I wake 
up. But still managed to peel an entire garlic amongst this. And cooked tamatar ko achaar 
without green chillies. Learning to live with whatever’s available.

  



 
Unpacked and cleaned. Books? Tomorrow I tell myself.  Little bit jealous of everyone who 
has had stability since the start of everything. Stability is hard to create when I am running 
low on energy. 
 
Day 3, Kathmandu 
March 22, 2o20 

 
Today I had told myself that I would open up a new universe for myself. And I did. 
Croissants and coffee with a lot of milk and sugar and Sea of Poppies by Amitav Ghosh.   
Hormones messed things up later. When am I getting my period? 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Day 4, Kathmandu 
March 23, 2020 

 
Paid $9.99 for 1Q84 by Haruki Murakami. Desperation and Pleasure and a white bowl full of 
dark red strawberries.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Day 5, Kathmandu 
March 24, 2020 

 
A picture with a ceramic bowl of rice and chicken with poor lighting.  
This picture is not from today. It’s from the middle of some week last quarter when I went to 
Arun’s house demanding chicken. I cooked that day. In his kitchen. Who knew that would 
be the last day I ate chicken at his place. As usual, after I got tired of reading in the library, I 
had called Arun and instead of ‘Hello,’ had said ‘Masubhat.’ I knew I had burnt the onions 
trying to make it raaaato but I kept on arguing with Arun that it wasn’t burnt. He took a 
video of me and sent it to Kshitij saying ‘Mansi is cooking chicken jangera’. After that we 
poured bhaat and masu in the red and blue ceramic bowl that was in his kitchen. He replaced 
my spoon with a big daadu so that we could pour the spicy chicken’s broth. I asked him to 
join me on a short movie I had been wanting to watch. Sitting on his white couch, I put my 
laptop on a chair. He dimmed the light. The movie had no words and was about child 
marriage. 



 

A picture with a lot of houses like big and small blocks all piled together and clear sky. 
This picture is from today. I am in Kathmandu. Arun calls me today and says he misses my 
voice. Even though it’s irritating. He tells me he is dating a girl. I laugh. I tell him finally at 
the end of four years his dream came true. But he says there were a lot of dreams for spring 
quarter. He wanted to chatta perform with me for the last time on the stage. I tell him we 
will perform again. Someday. He tells me I stole a little bit of his heart and left Kalamazoo 
just like how the girl left in the movie after getting married. I tell him to stop being 
dramatic. I laugh. I change the subject. But I don’t tell him I miss him too. I miss his 
minimalistic room. With one couch, one bed, one desk and two guitars. I miss Masu Bhaat. 
 
I haven’t really been in the mood to look outside. Thank god for the walls in the room. 
Kathmandu doesn’t look the same right now. Only some birds flying outside. But early in the 
morning I absorb some sunlight and look at all the balconies. Up to Down. Red, yellow, blue 
pots with plants. A couch outside. Laundry hanging in a white rope. An old couple reading 



newspapers with a table in the middle of two chairs. A lady with a purple tank top doing 
yoga next to the swimming pool. The house next to us has a little baby. The mom was oil 
massaging her. We are assuming it’s a girl. The world will be a better place with more girls 
anyway. 
 
And of course amongst these there are phone calls. Kaya was complaining to Abbu that he 
has been giving ALL OF HIS LOVE to me these days. I told Abbu not to  use love from Kaya’s 
part. It’s okay if he uses Mahim’s. 
 
Lastly, can we appreciate the fact that LP started a blog today?! 
 
Quoting madam here, “It breaks my heart the last day I came back to the house, just to see a 
bunch of empty boxes, all of the decorations taken down, people packing. I’m really grateful 
to Mansi for not taking down her wall of photos, her world map curtain, and a bunch of nail 
polish bottles. The last morning I woke up in that room, the room remained the same, and it 
will always be, in my memory.” 
 
Day 6, Kathmandu 
March 25, 2020 
 
These days I wake up before sunrise. You know the sound it makes when the hooks slide 
against the wood when I draw the curtain open? I have learnt that sound by heart. I fold the 
white blankets against the white sheet in half. Place the black Kindle right next to the pillow 
with white cover. Take the green scrunchy and tie it around my wrist. And the soft toy with 
Kalamazoo College’s orange shirt on that Arun had gifted me becomes the only thing that 
pops color in the white bed. I take a glance in the room. I am happy with whatever I 
managed to do with it. 
 
I put the pan on the stove, pour some oil and crack the egg open. I like eggs poached but I 
don’t really care how it is done. Every time I  make eggs, they come out different than the 
last one even though I follow the exact same procedure. I guess it’s not always about the 
procedure. I toast my bread. G is on FaceTime while I am doing all this. She says, “Even the 
bread in Nepal tastes so good” I laugh. I tell her that on Day two, I came to the kitchen and 
peeled a green banana and and took a bite and then paused for the next five seconds because 
I had forgotten how bananas were supposed to taste like. 
 
I remember Dr. S telling in our film class that there was a filmmaker who believed that 



sensory pleasure while eating was the only reason to live. I cannot remember the name. Or 
the date.. Doesn’t really matter who said it and when they said it, I need to hear the content 
and then I will decide if I keep it or throw it away.  
 
Today N sanima sent me a lunch box. And a plastic full of lemon, green chillies and onions. 
Who knew green chillies would excite me so much? I take out the multicolored chopping 
board and slit the chillies in half. And then slowly, I dice it watching the white seeds jump 
out. I cut one third of the lemon and it sits on the corner of the chopping board waiting to be 
squeezed. I take out a packet of Wai Wai and pour it in a bowl. I add the chopped onions, 
green chillies and squeeze the lemon. And then I open the lunch box. Each steel box neatly 
arranged inside looks like a treasure box. The first one. I pull out the lid, nicely spiced 
gundruk‘s smell fills the kitchen. The second, steaming rice. The third box, mula ko koreko 
achaar and then a small plate separating the achaar with green beans. I dive my finger in and 
pull out the biggest seed I see and put it in my mouth. Eyes closed. So good. 

 
 While writing this I am a little distracted by this mood bar in a pink cover that I bought 
from Rock Fizz. We went there after we figured out that the ice cream store was closed on 
Women's Day.  The bar says Flirty. Always. I feel like a Nepali Rapunzel locked in this tower 



but with short hair and a dilemma to talk or not to talk with a guy. When everything’s so 
uncertain what’s even worth waiting for at this point in my life? 
 
And here’s a quote from 1Q84 written just for me, ” I’m here, but I’m not here. I am in two 
places at once. It goes against Einstein’s theorem, but what the hell.” 
 
 
 
 
Day 7, Kathmandu 
March 26, 2020

 
 
The pink scales on the neck of the pigeon are glistening. And so is Kathmandu. The sunlight 
wraps the tightly compacted houses. Tall and small. The ones just cemented and the other 
colorful ones. Ones with the water tanks and the rest with the stairs leading to the terrace. 



Thank god for sunsets. If entire days and nights looked the same I don’t think I could have 
survived this quarantine. And today was for overthinking. Do you care where I am and what 
I am and who I am? And like Murakami said it feels like you are leaving something 
important unsaid. And the desire for me to know gets stronger each passing day. Human 
emotions, I repeat, are very complicated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Day 8, Kathmandu 
March 27, 2020 



 
Today madam Kajol reminded me to wear red lipstick just for myself and dance in front of 
the mirror no matter how small it is. I tied my hair up up and up with my green scrunchy 
and moved like that’s the only thing I know to do under the sun and the moon. Here’s for 
Falguni Pathak. And her songs never failing to remind me how gorgeous I am. 
Main Teri Prem Deewani Saiyyan? 
 
 
 
Day 9, Kathmandu 



March 28, 2020  
 
D. Aunty who lives in the penthouse brought some fish curry, black coffee in a sisa ko glass 
and  some Rara chau chau, put it outside the door and rang the bell. These days every-time I 
hear the bell my taste buds get much more excited than I do. Ask me what an activity feels 
like that I didn’t initiate myself? Also did Abbu have any idea these friends of his who he 
bunked classes with in Delhi would be feeding his daughter in a global pandemic? Who knew 
this tiny virus which may or may not already be inside me would make me stuck in this huge 
apartment by myself. Sometimes when I think about it, it all looks like a movie’s plot. Like 
how could everyone in this world just be staying in their houses? Think about it, it’s actually 
a good experience for people who can  afford it. Playing games with their kids, watching 



shows together, looking at the moon outside, turning the pages of the books. These are all 
the pleasures we are made of. But the universe has conspired the story in such a way that we 
make ourselves happy inside the house when the world outside is a mess. We choose how 
much we want to know about the mess. Today, am I in a mood to see the dead bodies in 
Italy? No, then okay let’s not watch that video by New York Times. Let me watch just the 
beginning of Talaash and open a can of mushroom with a knife and break it and then insert 
my fingure inside the tiny hole I managed to make to bring the mushrooms out. 
 
And who knew this quarantine would bring different sides of people out? I don’t know what 
I am supposed to do. How is somebody listening to all of me? and not getting bored? And 
sending me his dog pictures? I am not used to this..ughhhhhhh. Don’t give me attention like 
that, I repeat I am not used to. I don’t know what things will be like after this whole isolation 
thing but I tell myself to just stay in this moment. Pause. It has still not passed. Make the 
most of it. Enjoy. Enjoy amongst this chaos? Enjoy after shutting the outside world.  
 
LP says everyone has this freaking out stage but after that things get normal. Does it 
though? 

 
 
 


